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Ranch Rodeo Coming to Illinois Horse Fair
Twelve teams will compete in four 

working cowboy events at the Illinois 
Horse Fair in Springfield, IL, March 
1 and 2, 2013, at 7:30 p.m. nightly. 
Ranch Rodeo is a team competition 
pitting teams of cowboys against one 
another, range cattle and the clock.

Ranch Rodeo is the “original rodeo” 
and steeped in history formed from the 
everyday realities of the cowboy life.  
Ranch Rodeo honors the traditions 
of ranch life and promotes respect 
for the cowboy of today, whose hard 
work and long hours put food on 
Americans’ tables. But Ranch Rodeos 
are about fun, too: The excitement 
gets ramped up when judges measure 
the cowboys’ speed and skill, and 
when good-natured rivalries between 
teams come into play.  Spectators 
love the unpredictable tumbles and 
spills of the team competition.  While 
traditional rodeo events are not part 
of a ranch rodeo, the spirit of the 
working cowboy comes to life when 
ranch skills are performed against the 
stopwatch. 

Each team of cowboys will compete 
in four events:  Team Sorting, Stray 
Gathering, Ranch Team Roping and 
Trailer Loading. In Team Sorting 
each team will sort 10 steers in 
numerical order one at a time, letting 
one cross the line out of order results 
in disqualification. During Stray 
Gathering, two steers must be roped 
and tied down like it would be done on 
the ranch when steers wander where 

they shouldn’t. Ranch team 
roping is a test of roping skills, 
each team must head and heel 
steers, just as they would for 
doctoring on the range or in 
the pasture.  How fast can a 
cow be caught and loaded in a 
trailer?  The Trailer Loading 
contest will not only show 
you, but the cowboys will also 
load their horses and race to a 
pickup truck.

In addition to the Ranch 
Rodeo the Illinois Horse Fair 
also offers provides the best 
possible equine educational 
programs and presents top 
clinicians, from around 
the country and around the 
region, teaching on many 
different levels – attracting 
beginner horse owners to 
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Executive Director
Frank Bowman

I admit to being a failed 
Facebook resistor.  While 
I was employed, I resisted 
getting sucked into any 
form of social networking 

– I felt that it consumed far too much time 
that should be devoted to work. Yes, this 
is the confession of a workaholic.  After 
retirement though, that excuse became 
hollow.  I joined.  I connected.  I rekindled 
old friendships, accepted new friends and 
joined the networks of many of my former 
Equine Science students.  I spend a good 
deal of time now scrolling through all 
kinds of messages, personal and contrived, 
heartfelt and commercial, many of which 
somehow reference the horse.  Sometimes 
I comment, but often I just observe.  And 
what I observe strikes me.  For hundreds 
of my Facebook friends, horses make up 
the core of their lives.  Horses are a uniting 
force for a very diverse human population.

My human friends are women and men 
from 80 to 18, liberal and conservative, 
white, black and everything mixed and in-
between, straight, gay, religious and not, 
and from many continents and countries.  
And their connection to the horse is just 
as diverse.  I know racehorse trainers and 
competitive trail riders, rodeo cowboys 
and Olympians, dressage professionals and 
reining competitors, mounted policemen 
and equine veterinarians, I know people 
that volunteer with horse therapy programs, 
who lead others into the wilderness, and 
many who introduce the next generation 
to the many joys of knowing horses.  I 
know people to whom horses are their 
inspirational and creative outlet – 
expressed through their art, photography, 
music, spirituality, and athletic or scientific 
pursuits.  The preferred horse breeds that 

these friends are drawn to are every bit as 
diverse as this human population.  Aside 
from dogs, what other animal can you 
name that offers such variety?  There is a 
horse to satisfy every soul.  What a unique 
and marvelous creature to be able to serve 
so many in so many ways.

Has a horse saved you?  Has its presence 
in your life pulled you from an emotional 
precipice or anchored you to reality?  Has 
stood beside you in times of need and 
soothed your soul?  I know the person that 
I am today would be very, very different – 
and likely not in a good way – were it not 
for the horses in my life.

I love being a witness to all the myriad 
ways that horses can complete our lives.  I 
am deeply grateful to have been given the 
opportunity to help people connect with 
this transformative animal in a way that 
benefits both horse and human.  Although 
I have retired from one career, I remain a 
devotee of the horse and the human that 
can benefit so greatly from knowing it.  

Next month, an event honoring our 
connection to the horse over the entirety 
of Mankind’s civilization, and in its 
many, many manifestations will be held in 
Springfield, Illinois.  The Illinois Horse Fair 
showcases the diversity of the horse; we 
call it Everything Horses.  It is our honor 
to bring this event to you.  Although I will 
be working during Horse Fair, I know I 
will experience those moments where I will 
pause, admire, gasp, awwww, and generally 
reflect on the many ways that horses partner 
with humans and serve our souls.  I hope 
that you will come experience this with me.  
Maybe I will make a few more Facebook 
friends whose lives I can follow during the 
rest of the year!

9
It’s All About Horses
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Executive Director’s Report
Where did all 
the Savvy Go?

Have any of you no-
ticed that the experience 
level of the folks com-
ing out to look at your 

horses, if you are lucky enough to have 
folks coming out to look at your horses, is 
decidedly less than it was even a few short 
years ago?  Why is that? One thing I think 
we can all agree on is that an inexperi-
enced handler can sure ruin an awful lot of 
training and behavior in a real hurry.

As one of my mentors – the late Ray 
Hunt – always said, “If I was any better a 
teacher I probably wouldn’t be seeing the 
same faces at these clinics all the time.”  
I thought Ray was actually a pretty good 
teacher and that maybe we just needed to 
become better students.  Savvy is as savvy 
does.

With more than just a new coat of paint, 
the 2013 Illinois Horse Fair is shaping up 
to be possibly the best Horse Fair ever.  
The opportunities for us to learn from both 
national and regional experts on a wide ar-
ray of topics, the educational seminars and 
yes, the shopping, just keep getting better. 
I’ve also heard it said that – you can’t 
visit the basics too many times.  No matter 
where you’re at with your riding career 

– beginner or expert or somewhere in 
between – there’s something for everyone 
at the Illinois Horse Fair.

There’s no fighting our demograph-
ics; our population is aging. Many of us 
may be getting to the point in life that we 
need to consider winding down a life-long 
passion for horses and pass along some 
of those bloodlines we’ve worked so very 
hard to acquire.  Those pastures full of 
broodmares and babies are assets that we 
take pride in.  Have you made any plans 
to move those assets along to the next 
generation of horse owners?  How about 
all that savvy you’ve acquired over those 
same years?  Any plans to help spread that 
around a little and maybe instill a life-long 
passion in some other younger folks? We 
have another generation now, even further 
removed from the farm that needs your 
help and maybe even a little mentoring 
to continue your life’s work. They might 
even decide to introduce their children to 
the joy, respect and sense of responsibility 
that horses can bring into their lives.  We 
need to be vigilant and looking for ways 
to ease entry through the door to that all 
important first ride.  

Again, join us in Springfield at the State 
Capital during the legislative session if 
you can, or plan to pay a visit to your 
legislator in their district offices just to 

say hello and become acquainted. Let the 
legislators, or their staff member, know 
that you own horses; you vote and that 
you actively participate as a member of 
the Illinois equine industry. Nothing is 
more important to an elected official than 
a constituent contact and maintaining good 
relations with the voters of their district. 
Your visit will be an enjoyable experi-
ence for you and provide legislators with 
a source for information on things that are 
important to you now and in the future. 
Don’t hesitate if we can ever help you 
arrange a meeting with your legislator, or 
provide you with information on any horse 
related issue or question.

You still have the savvy; not only to 
help secure necessary legislative successes 
but even more importantly to secure the 
future of horse ownership in Illinois. And 
we can’t do our work without your assis-
tance and your valued input.   

Stop by the HCI booth to explore ways 
you can help play an important role in 
the horse industry of Illinois. Let’s work 
together to determine what the future of 
horse ownership looks like and to keep our 
passion alive!

See you at the Horse Fair!

Frank Bowman
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It’s well known that there is strength in numbers.  By joining forces, 
the Illinois Trail Riders (ITR) and the Horsemen’s Council of Illinois 
(HCI) create a natural and symbiotic relationship that will strengthen 
advocacy efforts for one of the horse community’s major activities – 
trail riding. 

As HCI memberships run on a calendar year basis, all ITR members 
receive a complimentary 2013 HCI basic membership which can be 
upgraded to “Gold membership” to include the insurance benefit for an 
additional $20.  

A newly energized HCI Trails Committee will be meeting over the 
next few weeks to discuss current events and share views on trails 
issues across the state.  We look towards creating an internet based 
forum that permits all interested members an ability to participate.

For more information; contact the HCI office at 217-529-6503 or 
visit the HCI website at www.horsemenscouncil.org

HCI Welcomes Illinois Trail Riders
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Do you love to trail ride or drive but 
also have a competitive streak?  Maybe 
you participate in a breed sponsored 
mileage program?  How about riding at 
all the best places around the region?  If 
so, then distance riding or driving might 
just be the sport for you!

Open to all breeds and riding 
disciplines, distance riding or driving 
events sanctioned by the Upper Midwest 
Endurance and Competitive Rides 
Association (UMECRA) are open to any 
breed of horses, mules, and ponies and 
provide an excellent opportunity for you 
to get out with your horse and experience 
the trails throughout the region.  Rides are 
scheduled 2-3 weekends a month from 

May through October.  There are multiple 
types of events/classes at each ride, from 
Novice rides of 10-15 miles to 100 miles 
in Endurance, with the most common 

distances being 25-35 miles.  There are 
even events for driving enthusiasts!

If you would like to learn more about 
Distance Riding or driving you might 
consider trying an upcoming Novice Ride 

near you.  Novice rides are 10-15 miles 
and experienced riders will generally lead 
small groups to provide guidance and 
answer your questions throughout the 
ride.  To prepare for a Novice ride, you 
and your horse should be comfortable 
riding 7-10 miles mostly at a trot or in a 
comfortable gait at an average speed of 
5-7 MPH (a medium trot for most horses).  

Want to learn more?
For more information about distance 

riding or driving visit the UMECRA 
website at www.umecra.com. The New 
Rider page has lots more information and 
a list of mentors who would be happy to 
help you learn more about this exciting 
sport. 

Distance Riding & Driving – See the World at a Trot!



The annual Illinois State Horse Judges 
Seminar is scheduled for April 6th, 2013 
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the University 
of Illinois.  Registration and classroom 
instruction will begin in room 150 Animal 
Science Lab, 1207 W. Gregory Drive, 
Urbana, IL.  Tentatively, some live classes 
may also be held in the late morning at the 
UI Stock Pavilion a few blocks south of the 
Animal Science Lab, depending on arena 
conditions.

This seminar is open to all youth and 
open horse show judges, potential judges, 
exhibitors and spectators of horse events. It 
is designed to encourage uniform standards 
for judging and exhibiting horses at Illinois 
youth and open shows, and to yield a 
directory of judges for show committees.  
It will cover criteria for show ring tips, 
ethics and standards, judging multi-breed 

4-H classes, type standards for stock, 

hunt, Western showmanship, Western 
pleasure, ponies and miniature horses, 
and trail. Fees for this seminar are $20 for 
youth (under 18 years), $30 for adults and 
$50 for adults wishing to take the written 
and live judging exam for listing in the 
Illinois Horse Judge’s Directory.  

The clinician is well-known judge, 
professor and instructional media designer, 
Jon Wolf. Jon Wolf developed the Horse 
Science curriculum at Black Hawk Col-
lege, Kewanee, Illinois in 1974 and retired 
after 31 years of teaching a full array of 
equine classes and coaching many suc-
cessful youth and collegiate judging teams. 
More recently, he returned to Black Hawk 
the past two years to serve as the college 
recruiter. Wolf holds breed judging cards 
with the AMHR, ASPC, and AMHA and 
has judged miniature horses for 25 years. 
He currently operates Jon Wolf Consult-

ing which includes Perfect Practice Horse 
Judging DVDs for youth. He and his wife, 
Jane, reside in Galva, Illinois.

The Illinois State Horse Judges Seminar 
is sponsored by University of Illinois 
Extension and the UI Department of 
Animal Sciences.  

April 6th, 2013 Illinois State Horse Judges Seminar features Jon Wolf 

»Registration materials may 
be obtained from:

Kevin H. Kline
University of Illinois at  
Urbana-Champaign
388 Animal Sciences Lab
1207 W. Gregory Drive
Urbana, IL 61801
E-mail: kkline@illinois.edu
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As a member of the Horsemen’s Council of Illinois, you may 
take advantage of a host of discount programs offered through the 
American Horse Council (AHC) and our insurance provider, As-
sociation Resource Group (ARG). 

AHC Saving Plus will provide you discounts with John Deere, 
Sherwin-Williams, OfficeMax, and Prescription Drug Card. You 
can buy products directly from these companies at greatly reduced 
prices – no minimums required!

Below is a sample of discounts available through ARG. For de-
tails on how these valuable Horsemen’s Council of Illinois member 
benefits can help you save money, go to www.horsecouncil.org/
ahc-advantage-plan and www.associationresource.net.

Benefits of Membership in the 
Horsemen’s Council of Illinois The Horsemen’s Council of Illinois Board of Directors 

met recently in Springfield for a strategic planning session 
and regular business meeting ahead of the upcoming 
Illinois Horse Fair.  Goals and activities of the council 
during 2012 were reviewed as well as several responses 
received from the membership.  

Legislative priorities were set for the new session of the 
General Assembly and a review of proposed and pending 
regulatory changes was conducted.

Goals for 2013 were set in order to improve the 
financial position of the organization, encourage member 
participation and to develop more effective marketing, 
branding and effectiveness with social networking.

Executive Board members for the year are; President 
- Sheryl King Ph.D.; Vice President – Ronald Rhoades; 
Secretary – David Nobbe Ph.D.; and Treasurer – Joseph 
Lowery DVM.

An annual meeting of the entire organizational 
membership is scheduled for Saturday 3/2/13 at 12:00 
Noon during the Illinois Horse Fair at the Illinois State 
Fairgrounds in Springfield.  All members are encouraged  
to attend.

Like a shot heard around the world, Congress 
passed a bill in the final hours of the 112th Congress 
which averted the so-called “Fiscal Cliff.” In short, 
it was a bill which kept a variety of taxes from 
going up, kept certain benefits (like unemployment 
compensation) from going down, and extended 
certain business and other tax incentives which had, 
or would have, expired. Since most readers will 
have read or heard about the most political and most 
visible provisions in the new law, this bulletin will 
focus in more detail on those portions of the new law 
which will have the most impact on horse owners and 
breeders.

HCI Directors Hold Planning Session

The American Taxpayer Relief  
Act – Congress’ Response to the  
Fiscal Cliff
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The U.S. Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) has instituted its Animal Disease 
Traceability Program (ADTP) to improve 
its ability to trace livestock, including 
horses, in the event of a disease outbreak.  
The new system applies to all livestock 
moving interstate. 
  Under the new federal regulations, horses 
moving interstate must be identified and 
accompanied by an Interstate Certificate 
of Veterinary Inspection (ICVI).  The new 
system is built on methods of identifica-
tion and movement documentation that are 
already employed in the horse industry, 
e.g., written descriptions, digital photo-
graphs, brands, tattoos, electronic identifi-
cation methods, and interstate certificates 
of veterinary inspection.  The person or 
entity responsible for moving the horse in-
terstate must ensure that it has an ICVI or 
other document required by the new rule.  

The ADTP will be administered by the 
states with federal support.  The new rules 
also apply to movements to and from a 
Tribal area.  In those cases, the Tribal 
authorities are involved in the system.

Background
The horse industry has been dramati-

cally affected by serious disease outbreaks 
in the last ten years, which have halted 
or restricted the movement of horses and 
the commerce surrounding the horses.  
The new program is intended to help the 
Department, state authorities and the horse 
industry better deal with such disease 
outbreaks and to minimize disease effects 
on horses and economic effects on owners 
and the industry.  

This new rule is based on the previous 
National Animal Identification System 
(NAIS), which was the original voluntary 
system proposed by USDA to deal with 
disease outbreaks and traceability.  Since 
the prior rule was voluntary and gener-
ated significant concerns over complexity, 
confidentiality, liability, cost and privacy, 
it was not supported and was rethought.  
USDA reconsidered its approach and 
decided that rather than attempting to 
identify every animal, every premise, and 
every movement to achieve traceability 
within 48 hours of a disease outbreak, it 

would develop a more limited and simpler 
system.  The ADTP just adopted is the re-
sult.  The new system does not require the 
registration of premises housing livestock 
or the specific reporting of individual 
movements of horses.  

Effective Date
The new rules will be effective March 

11, 2013.  We expect that there will be 
a transition period during which USDA 
has suggested it will not enforce the new 
rule.  This is to give livestock owners 
time to understand the rules and make any 
changes necessary to comply.  We don’t 
know how long that period might be.   

Specific Requirements for Horse 
Owners

Under the new regulations, horses 
moving interstate must be (1) identified 
prior to movement and (2) accompanied 
by an Interstate Certificate of Veterinary 
Inspection (ICVI) or other state-approved 
document.  

All states now require an ICVI to ac-
company any horse entering their state.  
This should make for a smooth transition 
to the new traceability rule since most 
horse owners moving their horses inter-
state for breeding, racing, showing, recre-
ation, etc. should already be in compliance 
with the provisions in the new rule.  

Identification of Horses.  Horses that are 
required to be officially identified under 
the new rules may be identified by one of 
the following methods:

A description sufficient to identify 
the individual horse including, but not 
limited to, name, age, breed, color, gender, 
distinctive markings, and unique and 
permanent forms of identification, such as 
brands, tattoos, scars, cowlicks, blemishes, 
or biometric measurements).  In the 
event that the identity of the horse is in 
question at the receiving destination, the 
state animal health official in the state of 
destination or APHIS representative may 
determine if the description provided is 
sufficient; or 

Electronic identification (Animal 
Identification Number) that complies with 
ISO 11784/11785; or 

Non-ISO electronic identification 
injected into the horse on or before March 
11, 2014; or 

Digital photographs sufficient to identify 
the individual horse; or 

A USDA backtag for horses being 
transported to slaughter as required by 
the Commercial Transport of Horses to 
Slaughter regulations.

Animal Identification Numbers and 
microchips are an option, but not a 
requirement for horses.    

ICVI Requirements.  Under the new 
rules, horses moved interstate must 
be accompanied by an ICVI or other 
document acceptable to the states 
involved.  The person or entity responsible 
for moving the horse interstate must 
ensure it has an ICVI or other document.  

The APHIS representative, state 
representative or accredited veterinarian 
issuing the ICVI or other document 
must forward a copy to the state health 
official in the state of origin within seven 
days of issuing the document.  The state 
representative in the state of origin must 
forward a copy to the state representative 
in the state of destination within seven 
days of receiving it.  In the event of a 
disease outbreak, these documents will be 
used to trace horses that are or have been 
at the site of the outbreak and horses that 
have come into contact with them.

The new regulations give states the 
discretion to approve other methods of 
movement documentation, which may 
include an EIA test chart, when agreed 
upon by the animal health officials in the 
states involved in the interstate movement.

While not specifically referenced, 
movement documents could also include 
an event passport.  USDA has maintained 
options in the final rule to support the use 
of other movement documentation, for 
example an owner-shipper statement or 
brand certificate, if agreed to by the state 
animal health officials involved.  

Retention of Records  
Currently, states bear the responsibility 

for the collection, maintenance, and 
retrieval of data on interstate livestock 

USDA Adopts Animal Disease Traceability Program 

continued on page 7
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Join Us Today!
Individual Membership Application

Name _________________________________

Street _________________________________

City __________________________________

County ________________________________

State __________ Zip ____________________

Home Phone (        )______________________

Work Phone (      )_______________________

Fax (     )______________________________

Email _________________________________

How many horses do you own? ________

____at home  _____boarding stable

Individual Membership Dues (includes
$1,000,000 insurance coverage) $49/yr
Family Membership Dues  (includes
$1,000,000 insurance coverage) $72/yr

Organization Membership Application

Organization ___________________________

Contact Name __________________________

Street ________________________________

City __________________________________

County _______________________________

State _________ Zip ____________________

Phone  (      ) ___________________________

Fax (      ) _____________________________

Email _________________________________

Website _______________________________

# of Illinois Members in Organization _________

Check appropriate category
___Business/Professional ___Association ___ Charity

Organization Membership Dues: $50/yr.

Make check payable and mail to:

Horsemen’s Council of Illinois
3085 Stevenson Dr., Suite 200
Springfield, IL  62703
Phone: 217.529.6503
www.HorsemensCouncil.org

Total amount enclosed: $_____________

Sherry McFarland – (Southern 
Region) Sherry lives just outside of 
Lawrenceville, IL with her husband 
Pat, and has 2 grown children and 3 
grandchildren. Sherry and Pat have 
owned and operated S Bar M Quarter 
Horses for over 20 years and Sherry  
has been involved with horses all of  
her life. 

Sherry received her degree in 
Business, Marketing and Equine 
Management from Saint Mary of the 

Woods College in Indiana. On top 
of an ever busy schedule of riding 
lessons and training Sherry also teaches 
Horse Management classes to students 
at Frontier Community College in 
Fairfield, IL. 

Sherry’s personal goals are to learn 
as much as she can, and share it with 
others, whether in the classroom or the 
arena. Sherry devotes much of her time 
to creating opportunities and helping 
local youth “find the door” to a lifelong 

passion for horses. She also 
enjoys showing and has 
successfully competed in 
cutting, reining, western 
ranch riding, working cow 
horse, barrels and poles 
in the World Foundation 
Quarter Horse Association. 
Her real passion is 
cutting. She has earned 
championships in the Illinois 
Cutting Horse Association 
and in 2011 Sherry won 
area 13 Champion in the 
National Cutting Horse 
Association.

Meet Your HCI Director

movements.  These responsibilities 
will be maintained under the new rules.  
The animal health official or accredited 
veterinarian issuing or receiving an 
ICVI or other document must keep a 
copy for five years to ensure horses 
can be identified and traced if a disease 
manifests itself at or after an event. 

Exclusions
There are exclusions to the new 

requirements for the following horses:
Horses used as a mode of 

transportation (horseback, horse and 
buggy) for travel to another location that 
return directly to the original location. 

Horses moved from a farm or stable 
for veterinary treatment that are returned 
to the same location without change in 
ownership. 

Horses moved directly from a location 
in one state through another state to a 
second location in the original state. 

Horses moved between shipping and 
receiving states with another form of 
identification or documentation other 
than an ICVI, e.g., a horse infectious 
anemia test chart, as agreed to by the 
shipping and receiving states or tribes 
involved in the movement.

NOTE:   All horse owners or anyone 
moving horses interstate or involved 
in that process should review the 
new requirements to ensure they are 
complying with them.

If you have any questions, please call 
the AHC. Copyright © 2013 American 
Horse Council

USDA Adopts Animal Disease Traceability Program 
continued from page 6
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the most seasoned professionals.  At 
HCI, we take pride in our educational 
seminars on responsible horse keeping 
and animal care and invite the most 
professional speakers to be a part of 
our extravaganza.  

In addition, many horse owners 
fulfill their own dreams and proudly 
display their favorite breed or stallion 
at the Horse Fair.  And don’t forget the 
shopping!

Daily admission tickets are $10 
each and weekend passes are $25. 

Children under 8 are FREE with a 
paid adult so bring the kids along 
for a fun and educational weekend! 
General admission tickets give access 
to all exhibits, clinics and educational 
presentations at the Illinois Horse 
Fair. Gates will be open at 8 AM and 
wristbands can be purchased at the 
gates. Ranch Rodeo requires separate 
tickets for Friday and Saturday nights 
with general Admission tickets for 
$10. Reserved Seating tickets for the 
evening performances are $15. 

All Horse Fair visitors and 
spectators should enter the fairgrounds 
at the Main Gate this year. Be sure 
and watch for new parking locations 
for spectators. A handicap parking 
area is designated for easy access 
at the northeast side of the Expo 
Hall. A schedule of events for the 
entire weekend and advance tickets 
sales can be found by visiting www.
horsemenscouncil.org/HorseFair  or 
calling 217-529-6503.

The Annual Meeting of the Horsemen’s 
Council of Illinois is scheduled for 

Saturday 3/2/13 at 12:00 Noon during 
the Illinois Horse Fair at the Illinois State 
Fairgrounds in Springfield.  All members 

are encouraged to attend.

An Open Meeting of the HCI Trails 
Committee will follow the general 

membership meeting at 1:00.

Notice of 
Annual Meeting

Ranch Rodeo Coming to Illinois Horse Fair 
continued from page 6




